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ABSTRACT 

Machine learning is a science that “learns” about the data by finding unique patterns and 

relations in the data. There are a lot of libraries or tools available for processing machine 

learning datasets. You can upload your dataset in seconds and quickly start using these tools to 

get prediction results in a few minutes. However, generating an optimal model is a time 

consuming and tedious task. The tunable parameters (hyper-parameters) of any machine learning 

model may greatly affect the accuracy metrics. While most of the tools have models with default 

parameter setting to provide good results, they can often fail to provide optimal results for real-

life datasets. This project will be to develop a GUI application where a user could upload a 

dataset and dynamically visualize accuracy results based on the selected algorithm and its hyper-

parameters.  
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1 Project	Description	

1.1 Introduction	
The objective for this project is to provide a Machine Learning application so that anyone 

could use this application to prototype a machine learning model based on the hyper-parameters 

selected by the user. Tuning the parameters is often the final step before presenting the results or 

deploying the machine learning model to production to be used. It is important to find the right 

mix of parameter settings to obtain the best results for your machine learning model.  

The first step of applying machine learning to a dataset is to prepare the data in such a way 

that it can be used to generate a model for prediction purposes [1]. This step also entails 

visualizing the data so that you can find any relevant relationships between different features of 

the dataset, as well as finding imbalances. Sometimes the data might need some kind of 

manipulation or adjustment like de-duping, normalization, filling out missing values or label 

encoding. We might also need to convert some textual representation of features to their numeric 

equivalent. We can make use of a lot of open source tools & libraries that helps you through this 

step.  

Once the data is ready to be used for under machine learning training, we can choose one 

or many of the machine learning models that researchers and data scientists have created over the 

years. These algorithms are broadly classified as classification and regression. Classification is 

fundamentally predicting a discrete number of values, while Regression is predicting a 

continuous valued output. Choosing an appropriate algorithm for your data is often a tough step. 

In machine learning, there’s something called the “No Free Lunch” theorem which states that no 

one machine learning algorithm is best for all scenarios [2]. There are different factors at play 

such as the size and structure of the dataset, relationships between different features involved, 

skewness and noise in the data. As a result, we cant really say that Random Forest always 

outperforms Support Vector Machines or vice-versa. 

Thus, the choice of algorithm often remains unclear unless we train and test our data using 

different machine learning models available. However, it is a good idea to narrow down the 

choices of algorithms based on the properties of each algorithm which can be used as a guide to 

select the correct one quickly.   
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This application will make it easier for machine learning enthusiasts to intuitively apply machine 

learning algorithms to their own datasets and visualize accuracy results as they change the 

parameters dynamically.  

In Chapter 2, we describe the components used in the application. In Chapter 3, we discuss 

the steps for installation and setup of the application. In Chapter 4, we briefly describe the 

algorithms involved in the application. In Chapter 5, we conclude with the summarization of key 

features and in chapter 6, we list down some of the future work areas. 

 

1.2 Literature	Review	
There are very few GUI platforms that support the dynamicity of machine learning 

algorithms. MLJAR is the closest application that has a similar goal and setting with respect to 

the proposed application [3]. It is a cloud based application that lets you upload your data 

securely and perform training & testing on a number of machine learning algorithms. It also has 

the ability to share your predicted results with others through common social platforms. This 

application also has pre-processing steps involved so the user does not have to worry about 

missing values or categorical data as opposed to the proposed application which does not possess 

this capability.  

KNIME for Data Scientists is another project which attempted to go in the same direction 

[4]. It is primarily focused on data blending and aims to provide a unified platform to use your 

favorite machine learning tools. It is an open source tool available for download on free sign up. 

It allows for building extensive data analysis workflows including multiple nodes which 

represent different areas of data analysis like data reading, data partitioning, data visualization, 

data learning & prediction, etc. 

Weka is a popular software workbench that utilizes machine learning abilities to gain 

insightful knowledge about the data [5]. It is an open source software issued under the GNU 

General Public License. It supports typical data mining tasks such as data preprocessing, 

clustering, classification, regression, data visualization and feature selection.  
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1.3 Problem	Statement	and	Project	Goal	
Applications of machine learning have started dominating various business markets and 

other corporate domains. Not just data scientists and machine learning enthusiasts, but also many 

individuals with no or minimal exposure to data science, have started getting involved in putting 

machine learning algorithms to use. However, they do not have the technical expertise to use any 

of the programming languages that support machine learning libraries. Hence, it becomes 

difficult for them to do any sort of machine learning analysis [6].  

The project goal is to provide a unified platform where anyone can upload a dataset, 

choose an algorithm of ones choice and get dynamic visuals on their prepared models. This 

application simply aims at providing a Graphical User Interface for training data and visualizing 

results based on the selected features and the hyper-parameters. It acts as an abstraction layer 

which hides the underlying implementation i.e. machine learning code, to provide easy-to-use 

interface that targets modern web browsers for presentation.  

There’s just one caveat though: The application is primarily focused on training, 

optimization and evaluation, not so much on data preparation and data analysis. Hence, it is 

expected that the dataset being uploaded is clean and prepared to undergo training.  
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2 Project	Components	

2.1 Bokeh	
Bokeh is an interactive data visualization Python library that is primarily used to provide 

elegant and beautiful data visualizations based on very large or real time datasets [7]. What 

makes it popular is its ability to interact with plot and layout fancy dashboards which can target 

web browsers. It uses D3.js as its frontend engine, while Tornado manages its backend 

functionality. It also supports integration with Jupyter and Zeppelin notebooks [8].  

Bokeh servers are nothing but Bokeh applications which can be served to multiple users 

[9]. In a Bokeh server, when a particular control such as an input value, a multi-select widget or 

a slider is changed, their new values are automatically synced in the Bokeh server. Callbacks are 

triggered that also update the data for the plot in the server which also updates the plot itself.  

In our case, we will be building multiple Bokeh servers for each algorithm with each server 

having the hyper-parameters as control items and evaluation results as the plot. Note that we will 

be displaying Accuracy scores as well as PR curve as part of the evaluation results.  

 

2.2 Flask	
Flask is a micro framework useful for building web applications in conjunction with 

Python code [10]. It is simple and flexible to use and provides granule-level component 

control. Flask automatically detects change in the code, once the file is saved, and reloads 

the application. It allows for flexible URL building and routing between different web 

pages.  

In our case, we will use Flask mainly for providing user an interface to upload a dataset 

and redirect requests to different Bokeh servers. We will be using Flask’s ability to embed the 

bokeh script tag into a static HTML page.   

 

2.3 AWS	
Amazon Web Services provides secure & scalable cloud computing services [11]. It 

provides a number of different services which can be used to build highly available, scalable, 

fault tolerant and multi-tier application servers. AWS EC2 provides compute ability for different 
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load & RAM sizes. We will be utilizing AWS EC2 instance to deploy our Flask application in a 

default VPC setting. 

Besides that, AWS S3 provides a fast and efficient storage solution [12]. It is easily 

scalable and can virtually store unlimited amount of data. We will be leveraging AWS S3 to 

store CSV files temporarily in a custom bucket. We will also attach an IAM Role to the EC2 

instance to access the S3 bucket in a secure way. 
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3 Project	Implementation	
This section discusses the implementation of the machine learning web application. In 

Section 3.1, we describe the installation and setup of software tools we used. In Section 3.2, we 

describe how the application works. In Section 3.3,  we describe the machine learning classifiers 

& regressors used.  

 

3.1 Software	Installation	and	Setup	
We have worked on the application both locally as well as on Cloud. The procedure is almost the 

same for both. 

 

3.1.1 Web	Application	Setup	
In order to implement our system, we spin a AWS EC2 instance (Amazon Linux AMI 

2017.09.1.20180307 x86_64 HVM GP2). We can choose the latest Amazon Linux AMI 

available. 

 

 
Figure 1 Choosing the AMI 

For the security group, set the following rules for inbound/outbound rules: 
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Figure 2 Setting Security Group Rules 

 

We can go ahead and provision the EC2 instance. Once, the instance is running, we can SSH into 

the instance and install the following packages:  

• Bokeh (0.12.5) 

• Flask (1.0.2) 

• Boto3 (1.7.15) 

 

Make sure that the AWS EC2 instance has Python 3.5 already setup. If not, install it using the 

following command:  

 

sudo yum install python35 python35-virtualenv python35-pip 

 

To safely communicate between S3 and AWS EC2, we create an IAM Role which has 

AmazonS3FullAccess policy and attach it to the EC2 instance [13]. 
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Figure 3 Creation of IAM Role 

 

 
Figure 4 Attaching the role to EC2 1 
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Figure 5 Attaching the role to EC2 2 

 

This step enables your EC2 instances to safely integrate with other AWS services on your behalf. 

Earlier, you had to store your AWS access keys on the EC2 instance to interface with other AWS 

services.   
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3.1.2 Storage	Setup	
First, we create a S3 bucket named “mlplayground” and put in a default region. 

 
Figure 6 Creation of S3 Bucket 

 

For security purposes, we enable encryption for objects stored in our bucket.  
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Figure 7 Encrypting the objects in our bucket 

  

 

By default, the S3 bucket is private and is not world-readable.  On creating of the bucket, 

we edit the CORS configuration in the Permissions section of the bucket to allow for requests 

originating from a different domain [14].  
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Figure 8 Setting CORS Configuration 

 

Also, edit the Access Control List (ACL) of the bucket in the permissions section to 

provide read only public access. 

 
Figure 9 Setting ACL for Public Reads 

For scalability & maintenance purposes, we also configure a life cycle rule that deletes any file 

in the S3 bucket after 24 hours of existence in the bucket 
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Figure 10 Setting Life Cycle rule 

3.1.3 Flask	Application	
Our main application logic would be under a common python code. Eg. application.py. 

There would be a separate folder for templates. The bokeh server scripts could be in the main 

directory. All the HTML templates would come under a common folder called templates. 

It looks something like this: 

 

--- /MLPlayground 

   --- Application.py 

   --- /templates 

     --- index.html 

     --- classification.html 

     --- regression.html 

   --- rf.py 

   --- svm.py 

   --- ll.py 

 

The application code initiates the start of a Python subprocess to load up bokeh servers for 

all the algorithms when loading the application server with no data. It routes to the landing page 

where a user can select either classification or regression. Once a choice is made, the application 

redirects the page to either classification.html or regression.html.  

Now, both the pages provide an option to upload a CSV file to proceed. These HTML 

pages utilize JavaScript to initiate upload to S3 bucket. Note that these HTML pages have a 
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restriction to only upload a file with CSV extension. This code also does the job of passing the 

file names to the bokeh server so that the servers can pick up the same file from the S3 bucket.  

 

3.2 Work	Flow	
 

 
Figure 11 Application Workflow 

The first phase of the project is to choose between what you want to do with your data i.e. 

either Classification or Regression. Each choice will take you to a different landing page. This 

page is called as the Upload phase where a user can upload ones cleaned CSV (dataset). We need 

to make sure that the data is in numerical form or is vectorized before uploading to the model. 

The data should not contain any textual data of any form. The application is configured in such a 

way that it assumes that the target feature is the first column of the dataset. 

To upload a CSV file to the S3 bucket, the application uses AWS ability to provide pre-

signed URL’s. The pre-signed URL is a feature that allows anyone to upload objects to your S3 

bucket for a specified duration without requiring them to have AWS credentials. 
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Figure 12 Landing Page 

After a successful upload, the user can select one of the many algorithms in the dropdown 

and request a session of the selected algorithm which is running on a Bokeh server. While 

loading a new session, the file name of the dataset is passed as an argument so that it reflects the 

results along with the configured dataset. The initial loadout comes shows the top 5 features 

according to the feature selection method called SelectKBest [15] with chi2 [16] as the scoring 

function. The initial bokeh server page serves Accuracy scores & PR Curve with these selected 

features.  
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Figure 13 Page View after Upload 

 

The bokeh server has the choice for features and hyper-parameters as the input controls on 

the left side. Once we change any part of input controls, we can dynamically see changes in the  

results on the right part of the page. There are currently two measures for evaluation: 

• Accuracy scores [17]: 

This is a vertical bar plot which shows different statistics related to the accuracy of the model. 

This plot shows the counts of True Positives (TP), True Negatives (TN), False Positives (FP) & 

False Negatives(FN).  It also displays the model Accuracy. 

 

 
Figure 14 Accuracy Plot 

 

• PR Curve [18]:  

In a classification scenario, Precision is the fraction of True Positives divided by Total 

Positive cases i.e. all positive cases. while Recall is the fraction of True Positives divided by 

combination of True Positive and False Negative cases i.e. actual positive cases. PR Curves 

are very useful in quantifying effectiveness of the model when the dataset is highly 

imbalanced. PR curves return a confusion matrix which can be used to understand and 

penalize false negatives.  
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Figure 15 PR Curve Plot 

 

The user can then interact with the graphs by changing any of the input controls provided. Every 

bokeh server has a common control to select the features to be included into the model. Other 

control inputs differ for every algorithm. By default, Bokeh plots come with a toolbar which 

allows us to zoom into the graph, reset the plot or save the plot locally as a PNG image.  

 Overall, the whole process can be summarized in the following steps: 

1. Choose what you want to do with data? Either Regression or Classification. 

2. Next, Upload the CSV. 

3. Select your algorithm and hit “Play”. 

4. Now, you’ll be able to tune parameters for your selected algorithm and see the dynamic 

results and interact with them. 

 

3.3 Algorithms	
The user can select from a range of classification and regression algorithms as the bokeh server. 
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3.3.1 Classification	
All of the following bokeh servers are configured to use a clean version of the cancer prediction 

dataset [19]. These servers include hyper-parameters as defined in the sklearn documentation 

[20]. 

3.3.1.1 Random	Forest	Classifier	
Random Forest classifier is a flavor of ensemble algorithms that creates a set of decision trees 

from randomly selected subsets of training data. From these set of decision trees, it aims to 

combine majority votes to classify the test feature. This technique is favorable for datasets which 

contains a high number of 1’s than 0’s or vice versa i.e unbalanced data. It also can give better 

results for datasets which might have missing data in some features [21]. 

 
Table 1 Tunable Parameters for Random Forest Classifier 

Hyperparameter Value Type Default 

Value 

Description 

n_estimators Integer 10 Value for number of trees 

criterion String “gini” Function used to quantify the 

split 

max_depth Integer None Maximum depth of the tree 

bootstrap Boolean True To enable bootstrapping 

warm_start Boolean False Reuse previously trained 

model 

 

The bokeh server for this algorithm looks like this: 
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Figure 16 Bokeh Server for Random Forest Classifier 

 

3.3.1.2 Support	Vector	Machines	
A Support Vector Machine is a supervised classification algorithm that is based on separating 

hyperplanes. For data that is non-linear, SVM uses a thing called kernel trick, that maps input 

features into a higher dimensional space. However, it might not be well suited for large datasets. 

It computes kernel matrix that scales tremendously with the number of observation points. 

Hence, training times for large datasets also scales linearly [22].  

 
Table 2 Tunable Parameters for SVM 

Hyperparameter Value Type Default 

Value 

Description 

kernel String “rbf” Specify the kernel to be used 

by the algorithm 

degree Integer 3 Degree of the polynomial 

function 

probability Boolean False To enable probability 

estimates. 
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shrinking Boolean True Option to use shrinking 

verbose Boolean False Whether to enable verbose 

output  

warm_start Boolean False Reuse previous model  

 

Bokeh server for SVM: 

 

 
Figure 17 Bokeh Server for SVM 

 

3.3.1.3 Gradient	Boosting	Classifier	
This classifier produces a prediction model by combining weak classifiers, typically decision 

trees. The model is built in a step-wise which facilitates generalization. It also allows 

optimization with the help of a differential loss function. This classifier can be used as an 

alternative to Random Forest Classifier [23]. 

 
Table 3 Tunable Parameters for Gradient Boosting Classifier 

Hyperparameter Value Type Default Value Description 

loss String “deviance” Loss function to be used 

n_estimators Integer 10 Value for number of trees 
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max_depth Integer None Maximum depth of the tree 

Criterion String “friedman_mse” Function used to quantify 

the split 

warm_start Boolean False Reuse previous model  

 

Bokeh server for Gradient Boosting Classifier:  

 

 
Figure 18 Bokeh Server for Gradient Boosting Classifier 

 

3.3.1.4 Decision	Tree	Classifier	
The Decision Tree Classifier makes predictions based on a series of carefully crafted questions 

about the observations. The construction of decision trees is generally computationally 

inexpensive, making it possible to quickly construct models even when the training set size is 

very large. Training and testing based on this classifier is fairly fast as compared to other 

relevant classification techniques [24]. Separating effectively based on maximum information 

gain is key to Decision Tree Classifiers. However, in real-life datasets dividing into pure class is 

practically not feasible.   

 
Table 4 Tunable Parameters for Decision Tree Classifier 
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Hyperparameter Value Type Default 

Value 

Description 

criterion String “gini” Function used to quantify the 

split 

max_depth Integer None Maximum depth of the tree 

splitter String “best” Strategy used to split the tree 

presort Boolean False Option to presort data 

 

Bokeh server for Decision Tree Classifier: 

 

 
Figure 19 Bokeh Server for Decision Tree Classifier 

 

3.3.1.5 Multi	Layer	Perceptron	
Multi Layer Perceptron is a type of supervised algorithm that generates a set of outputs from a 

set of inputs. MLP utilizes the concept of backpropagation for training, which is a method used 

to calculate gradients of the error function which is used to assign weights in the network [25]. 

 
Table 5 Tunable Parameters for Multi Layer Perceptron 
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Hyperparameter Value Type Default 

Value 

Description 

activation String “relu” Activation function for the 

hidden layer 

solver String “adam” Function for weight 

optimization 

learning_rate String “constant” Define the rate of learning. 

verbose Boolean False Whether to enable verbose 

output 

warm_start Boolean False Reuse the solution of 

previous to fit and add to the 

model  

early_stopping Boolean False Allow model to stop early if 

no improvement. 

 

Bokeh Server for MLP Classifier:  

 

 
Figure 20 Bokeh Server for MLP Classifier 
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3.3.1.6 K	Nearest	Neighbors	Classification	
KNN is one of the simplest classification algorithm. It classifies objects based on the majority 

votes of the K nearest neighbors. To prevent ties, the typical choice for K has to be odd. KNN is 

very simple to understand and easy to implement. One major disadvantage of KNN is that testing 

phase can be computationally expensive with high-dimensional data. 

 
Table 6 Tunable Parameters for KNN Classifier 

Hyperparameter Value Type Default 

Value 

Description 

N_neigbors Integer 5 No of neighbors to be 

considered for voting 

algorithm String “auto” Algo used to compute the 

nearest neighbors 

 

 

 

Bokeh server for KNN:  

 
Figure 21 Bokeh Server for KNN Classifier 
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3.3.1.7 Stochastic	Gradient	Descent	
This algorithm implements linear models with Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) learning. It is 

an iterative learning model that tries to minimize the loss function. In SGD, the parameters are 

estimated for each sample and the model is thus updated throughout the process.  

 
Table 7 Tunable Parameters for Stochastic Gradient Descent 

Hyperparameter Value Type Default 

Value 

Description 

fit_intercept Boolean True To allow estimation of 

intercept. 

loss String “hinge” Loss function to be used. 

penalty String “l2” Penalty to be used. 

shuffle Boolean True To enable shuffling for 

training data. 

warm_start Boolean False reuse the solution of the 

previous call to fit as 

initialization 

 

Bokeh Server for SGD :  
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Figure 22 Bokeh Server for Stochastic Gradient Descent 

 

3.3.1.8 Logistic	Regression	
Logistic Regression is a common statistical method used for binary classification. This 

prediction is based on the use of one or several numerical and categorical, ratio-level variables.  

 
Table 8 Tunable Parameters for Logistic Regression 

Hyperparameter Value Type Default 

Value 

Description 

fit_intercept Boolean True To allow estimation of 

intercept. 

solver String “liblinear” Algorithm to be used. 

warm_start Boolean False reuse the previous model. 

dual Boolean False Dual or primal formulation. 
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Figure 23 Bokeh Server for Logistic Regression 

 

 

3.3.2 Regression	
All the bokeh servers for regression examples use a clean version of the churn prediction dataset 

[27].   

3.3.2.1 Linear	Regression	
Linear regression is useful for predicting continuous values. It does that by finding statistical 

relationship between two variables. For example, Linear Regression can be used to calculate 

selling price of the house based on the size of the house. 

 
Table 9 Tunable Parameters for Linear Regression 

Hyperparameter Value Type Default 

Value 

Description 

fit_intercept Boolean True To allow estimation of 

intercept. 

normalize Boolean True To enable normalization to 

numerical values. 
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copy_X Boolean True If True, X is copied. 

 

 Bokeh Server for Linear Regression Model:  

 

 
Figure 24 Bokeh Server for Linear Regression 

 

3.3.2.2 Ridge	Regression	
Ridge Regression is a machine learning technique that is useful when there are a large number of 

features as it avoids overfitting. It uses L2 regularization that adds penalties to reduce 

multicollinearity in the model [28]. 

 
Table 10 Tunable Parameters for Ridge Regression 

Hyperparameter Value Type Default 

Value 

Description 

fit_intercept Boolean True To allow estimation of 

intercept. 

normalize Boolean True To allow for normalization 

to numerical values. 
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copy_X Boolean True If True, X is copied. 

 

 

 
Figure 25 Bokeh Server for Ridge Regression 
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4 Conclusion	
We have come up with an application that can be used by anyone to perform machine 

learning analysis on any dataset of his/her choice. This application provides a user-friendly, 

intuitive and interactive approach to solving machine learning problems. Data science students 

can also save images of the plots or accuracy scores on their local machine for reference.  

This application makes parameter tuning painless and you can see the tuning changes results 

on the go. Apart from parameter tuning, it could also be a great tool for feature selection. You 

can synthesize the relevance for each feature in your model through the dynamic visualization of 

results. This application performs basic machine learning capabilities in two simple steps: First, 

upload the data. Second, play around hyper-parameters of the selected algorithm and visualize 

the results spontaneously.   

5 Future	Work	
This is a preliminary version of the application which comes with a limited number of 

classification and regression algorithms. As part of future work, we can include other significant 

algorithms in the framework. Currently, the application does not include any pre-processing 

steps and expects users to upload clean CSV’s. However, there is scope to include pre-processing 

steps like data manipulation or data massaging. For example, imputing missing values or even 

removing observations with NA values. There are many strategies that can be followed to 

accomplish this objective [29]. 

The application is deployed using Flask’s built-in server which is not very good for large 

scale applications. For future purposes, the application can be deployed using WSGI containers 

like Gunicorn [30] or Gevent [31]. The application is currently deployed as an application server 

on a single EC2 instance. For scaling the computing ability of AWS infrastructure, we can use 

the same EC2 AMI and deploy multiple EC2 instances behind an AWS Elastic Load Balancer to 

split the requests amongst these instances. 

This application can be enhanced by giving users an option to prototype models and 

save/load models when needed. Persistence of model can be accomplished by using either pickle 

or joblib utilities from sklearn library. 
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7 Appendix	

7.1 Source	Code	
The source code for our project is publicly available at 

https://github.com/AdilKh4n/ML_Playground. 

7.2 Starting	up	Application	on	EC2	Instance	
SSH into your EC2 instance and run the following command:  

 
The application can be accessed on port 5000 of the Public DNS name of the EC2 instance. 

python application.py 
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